Neighbour-joining phylogeny based on whole-genome alignments of 191 O. oeni strains. The strain ID, region of isolation, date of isolation and the grape variety are as indicated. The tree was characterised into two broad genetic groups A B C Fig. 2 The core-and pan-genomes of O. oeni. a Distribution of protein cluster sizes generated from the comparison of 191 genomes. b Calculation of core-and pan-genome sizes including exponential law models to fit the medians. c Distribution of BLAST best-hits by genus for clusters with no O. oeni match in the NCBI non-redundant dataset. The size of the circles represents the number of assigned hits Fig. 4 Intra-specific differences in amino acid biosynthesis, sugar transport and utilisation and natural competence. ORFs which contained a contig break are shaded in a lighter colour. a Intra-specific differences in amino acid biosynthesis. Each pathway requires multiple enzymes, as described by their KEGG module numbers. b Intra-specific differences in PTS components. Each sugar-specific system requires multiple subunits (typically IIA, IIB, IIC and occasionally IID). c Intra-specific differences in the genes involved in five-carbon sugar utilisation, as described in Fig. 6 . d Intra-specific differences in the genes encoding natural competence proteins Fig. 5 Overview of amino acid biosynthesis pathways in O. oeni. KEGG, RAST and BLAST annotations were used determine the presence of ORFs associated with amino acid biosynthesis across 191 strains. Pathways containing the full set of required genes, mostly between two amino acids (highlighted in yellow), are highlighted in blue and represented in Fig. 4a . ORFs forming incomplete pathways are highlighted in green. Pathways to make nine different amino acids were observed 
